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Contest Game rules  

Ker Eden Campiste 56870 LARMOR-BADEN FRANCE 
 

Item 1 : The contest game’s organisers 
Ker Eden campsite, located Route d’Auray in Larmor-Baden, organises a free contest game from the 
7th February 2022 until the 27th February 2022. The contest game is extended until April the 30th 
2022 since there were very few replies. 

 
Item 2 : The contest game’s rules  
This contest game is reserved for adults, with no obligation to purchase. 

Any participant can send one or more photos as well as postcards of the Ker Eden campsite. The 

photos sent may be published by the Ker Eden campsite on its website or social networks. Additional 

testimonials will be appreciated. 

 

We will select the oldest and most representative dated photo or postcard of the Ker Eden 
campsite which will allow you to win a week at the campsite (on a camping pitch). The date must 
be able to be justified (stay, text, postmark). 

 
Item 3 : Terms of participation 
To participate, the candidate must send his dated photo(s) or postcards of the Ker Eden campsite as 

well as his testimony: 

- by email to info@camping-larmorbaden.com  

- or by private message via facebook https://www.facebook.com/campingkereden  

- ou by private message on via Instagram https://www.instagram.com/campingkereden   

- Fill in his e-mail address so that he can be informed if he wins. 

 

Item 4 : Gain 
The prize is as follows: 

- One 7-day stay (pitch) at the Ker Eden campsite in Larmor-Baden over the period chosen by 

the winner (opening period of the campsite: season 2022 or 2023): the winner will stay on a pitch 

with electricity for a tent, caravan or motorhome, for 2 or 3 people and a vehicle. Pet not included. 

Only one prize shall be offered. There will be only one winner.  The prize may under no 

circumstances be exchanged for its value in cash or for any other endowment, nor resold. 

 

Item 5 : Designation and announcement of the winner 
The winner will be informed by the Ker Eden campsite (including the procedures to follow to benefit 
from the prize) by: 
- private message via Facebook 
- or a private message via Instagram 
- or by email 
He will therefore have to communicate his full contact details (surname, first name, date of birth, 
telephone number, email address and postal address) in response to the message from the Ker Eden 
campsite. 
Any proven fraudulent or unfair maneuver will result in the immediate, definitive disqualification of 
the participant without notice. The Ker Eden campsite reserves the right to verify the age of any 
winner before handing over their prize. 
Any winner who does not respond within 7 days of the sending of the notice of his win by the Ker 
Eden campsite will be deemed to have waived it. The latter will then be deprived of his right, the lot 
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will become the property of the Ker Eden campsite and may be awarded to a new winner. It is 
recalled that if the winner's details are invalid, incomplete or incorrect, he will lose the benefit of his 
prize. 

 
Item 6 : Delivery of the prize 
The winner will be able to book his stay by sending an email to Ker Eden campsite (info@camping-

larmorbaden.com) or phone to the campsite at +33(0)2 97 57 05 23 which will book the stay. 

 

Item 7 : Authorization to broadcast the image of the participants 

 
The photo having won the competition will be published on the website and social networks of the 

Ker Eden campsite (Facebook and Instagram) with the mention of the name and first name of the 

winner as well as his place of residence, without this use being able to give rise to rights and 

remuneration other than the endowment offered for this operation. 

 

Participants in the contest accept the publication of the photos sent and testimonials on the website 

and social networks of the Ker Eden campsite (Facebook and Instagram). Participants acknowledge 

that they will not have the right to inspect the selected photographs. Therefore, they will not have 

the possibility to oppose their distribution, in accordance with the terms of these regulations. 

 

Item 8 : Privacy 

 
This article takes into account the rules on personal protection imposed by the General Data 

Protection Regulation (GDPR) dated May 25, 2018. 

This article aims to give you all the useful information on the collection, use and recipients of your 

personal data. 

Only the information necessary for the smooth running of this game and the delivery of prizes in the 

event of a win is collected. 

The personal data collected concerns only the registration data necessary for the smooth running of 

the contest, namely: Facebook identifier, or Instagram identifier or email. They are neither recorded 

nor saved in a computer file but are necessary for their participation to be taken into account. 

In the event that the participant is declared the winner of the competition: This is only the data 

necessary for the awarding of the prize, namely: surname, first name, postal address (postal code, 

city, telephone number, date of birth , E-mail adress). 

The data remains confidential and will not be used for commercial solicitation purposes. Personal 

data will be kept until the end date of the game and the effective distribution of the prize. 

 

 

Participation in this game implies full acceptance of these rules by the participants. The organizers 

reserve the right to carry out any checks to ensure compliance with these rules. 
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